
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Check your grammar: multiple choice – personal pronouns and possessives 

Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 

1. Could   you / her / your   take a message, please? 

2. They showed us all   they / their / ours   holiday photos last night. 

3. I’m sorry but these seats are   my / their / ours   . 

4. Sandy and   I / me / her   are going to the café. 

5. Do you want   I / me / my   to turn this off? 

6. I saw your sister’s paintings yesterday.   She / They / Its   were very good. 

7. They’ve got two babies and they take   they / their / them   everywhere. 

8. Let   he / my / him   help you with that. 

 

 

2. Check your grammar: error correction – personal pronouns and possessives 

Correct the mistakes and write the sentences on the line below.  

1. They don’t look like they brothers. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. It’s your father’s idea, not my. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Sam and me went to that concert at the weekend. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Grammar videos: Personal pronouns and possessives – exercises  

 

Watch the video and read the conversation 

between Sophie and Hakan. Then do these 

exercises to check your understanding of personal 

pronouns and possessives. 



 
 
 

 

 

 

4. I’ve never met you parents, you know. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. A: Who's coming to the cinema?       B: Only Paul and my. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6. I would do anything for he. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. My is from a different shop. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. Have you seen our project? I hope they get an A+. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3. Check your grammar: gap fill – personal pronouns and possessives 

Complete the gaps with a word from the box. 

me he me I me you 

we its I She you mine 

it our us    

 

1. That’s my brother’s cup and this is ____________.  My grandmother gave it to ____________. 

2. Good morning. Can ____________ help ____________? 

3. Ah, there’s Jade’s watch.  Could ____________ pass it to ____________? I’ll keep it safe. 

4. That poor dog has lost one of ____________ legs. 

5. Look! I’ve got Poppy’s phone number!  She gave ____________ it last night. 

6. ____________ don’t mind where ____________ go but ____________ doesn’t like the beach. 

7. ____________ never lets ____________ watch TV after 9 p.m. 

8. Do you like ____________ new car?  ____________ is second-hand. 

 


